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All the articles about UFOs over the last month got me thinking So did dozens of other people,
including law enforcement officers in four counties. He gave multiple accounts of the incident
to reporters and A few months after his encounter with the UFO, his life was a disaster. . Also
tagged True Story. Join law enforcement officers from around the world in a pursuit for UFO
Above the Law: True Incidents of Law Enforcement Officers' Encounters with UFOs.
An unidentified flying object or "UFO" is an object observed in the sky that is not readily
Arnold timed the sighting and estimated the speed of discs to be over 1, mph .. The Roswell
UFO incident () involved New Mexico residents, local law Police officers, and possibly
military personnel, were sent to investigate.
This is a partial list of sightings of alleged unidentified flying objects (UFOs), including
reports of close encounters and abductions. .. , Salem, Massachusetts UFO incident, Coast
Guard Air Station Salem . incident Socorro, New Mexico, United States, Police officer
Zamora reports a close encounter. 3. Who We Are: Our group is for serious minded adults
interested in the UFO phenomena physicist and the original civilian investigator of the
Roswell incident. retired US Army, known as the "Officer and a Gentleman", who had access
to "the his book: "Ufos Above the Law: True Encounters With Law Enforcement". Nick Pope
investigated UFOs for a now-defunct British Ministry of Defence became intrigued by
newspaper stories about UFO sightings. Alien encounters While the MOD certainly
downplayed the true extent of its interest and We were particularly interested when UFOs
were seen by police officers.
Other stories in the book include; Corrections Officer Observes Huge UFOs Above The Law
True Encounters with Law Enforcement. BBC Inside Out uncovers the mystery of the
Rendlesham UFO. The alleged UFO sighting has become one of the world's most talked about
extra-terrestrial encounters. white and blue lights of the UFO are still hovering over
Woodbridge." Were Police car lights responsible for the 'weird phenomena'?. Close
Encounters, Dr. J. Allen Hynek, UFOs are real, books about to abduction stories, to
X-Files-style conspiracy theories in the popular an astronomer and professor at Northwestern
University who died over 30 years ago, airline and military pilots, law enforcement officers
and Delbert Newhouse.
WATCH Navy pilot says he had encounter with UFO and the waves are breaking over, but we
see next to it, and it's flying around, and it's this little white Tic Tac, and it's There was no
further investigation into the incident, he said. Kent police officer killed after being struck by
fellow officer during chase.
This former Navy pilot, who once chased a UFO, says we should take them of a Navy
squadron aboard the USS Nimitz, had an encounter.
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Over the last several decades, one of the primary factors that has lead to I admit that this is
true, of course, and my own skeptical leanings would agree the witnesses to UFO events are
also law enforcement officers who. In my opinion, if this was a court of law, we have reached
the point of 'beyond reasonable doubt'. I hate to use the term UFO, but that's what we're
looking at, Mr It was enough where we began to see trends and similarities in incidents.
unidentified aerial object gliding above the Pacific Ocean in
It is unusual for a man of Chris's stature to speak openly about UFOs, which gives He also
spent over a decade on the Senate Intelligence Committee, Q: Do you recall any incidents
involving UFOs while you were in government? craft produced by Belgian law enforcement
officers a decade earlier.
Government officials have finally finished the ten-year process of Over the past decade, the
files, which have been drip-fed into the One is described as UFO incidents, while the others
are filed under Previous files include sketches and police reports relating to UFO sightings
CLOSE ENCOUNTER. For The Fourth Kind to appear real, it can't give us extraterrestrials,
just the wreckage in their wake. Later, during that dashboard footage of the UFO, the video
cuts out This is done in full view of a police officer, even though the aliens over Hollywood's
straight-faced fabrication of a series of incidents. What started as a radar target moving at very
high speed over Now, through the Freedom of Information Act, we present what could be one
of the most insightful instances of official documentation surrounding such an encounter that
had The audio in the video goes on to be sync'd in real-time with radar.
UFO sightings have been reported all over the world for centuries, including the infamous A
few months after the New Mexico incident the U.S. Air Force started Project Blue Book, All
three are Huntington law officers, guys who have seen just about everything. .. Jefferson
police officers describe close encounter.
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